
Recent Public Statements by Prominent Members of the Jewish Community

Bonnie Lipton, the President of Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist Organization of America, wrote an op-ed
entitled “The Cost of Boycott” that appeared in a number of Jewish newspapers across the country. “…it is
distressing that there are increasing calls for boycotts within the American Jewish community. To decry the
actions of those who would willfully bring economic harm to Israel while mimicking them against other targets—
media outlets, fast food chains, auto manufacturers, entire nations—is to employ insupportable double
standards…if we do not like the way that Israel is portrayed in the media, initiating a conversation with the
newspaper, radio station or magazine is the most constructive avenue for change.

Matthew Miller, Director of National Radio at the Consulate General of Israel in New York, wrote to NPR
President Kevin Klose on February 12, 2003, “We received the CD and transcript of ‘The Mideast: A Century of
Conflict’ that you sent us back in October. The series was both interesting and informative. It is a rarity to have
coverage such as this that gives context to the current situation, something we believe is vital for the public in
understanding the issues at stake.”

Abraham Foxman and Glen Tobias from the Anti-Defamation League, wrote in June 2002, “NPR has
demonstrated that it can be objective and fair-minded in its presentation in terms of giving Israel’s perspective as
well as that of the Palestinians, in terms of personalizing the suffering on the Israeli side as well as the Palestinian
side, and in terms of interviewing as many Israelis as Palestinians.”

Sam Freedman, author and Columbia University Journalism professor, wrote in USA Today: “I don't know how
exactly one stops the conspiracy theories and paranoia, which, sadly, are grounded in the tragedies of Jewish
history. The time has come, however, for a boycott on boycotts. This is a weapon so often used against Jews that
we ought to think carefully before wielding it ourselves.”

Zev Chafets,formerly spokesman for Prime Minister Begin and now a columnist for the New York Daily News,
said at the Hadassah Convention in July 2002, “Everybody knows what a major American newspaper that isn’t
conflicted about Israel looks like. Or to put it another way, everybody knows what organizations that are on the
Israeli side look like…NPR, the New York Times, the Washington Post, are not anti-Semitic organizations. They
are not anti-Israeli organizations. They are balanced organizations in a situation in which balance is an
unbalanced result.”
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